Human factors for the evaluation of the user expertise in the usage of power tools
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Abstract

In order to optimize the use of hand/ power tools, user differences such as the influence of user expertise must be considered in product design. Therefore, product-independent non-application-specific variables are needed to objectively capture user expertise. In sports science, the characteristics of movement are used to evaluate the training level. To what extent these variables can be used for product development is unknown. Therefore, a study with 6 male subjects was carried out to analyze correlations between efficiency and characteristics in the movement behavior of the subjects when hammering. Results indicate a clear difference between experienced and less experienced users. Moreover, the movement of the more efficient subjects was spreading less than those of the less efficient ones.
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1. Motivation

Power tools such as cordless screwdrivers, hammer drills, and angle grinders are used by professional craftsmen, as well as by do-it-yourself workers with lower experience. These two groups differ in their routine and training in the use of power tools, the duration, and frequency of their use of the power tools, and the requirements for working results. Depending on their future use, the user-centered design has the aim to optimize the power tools for a specific user group [1–3]. The experience of a user influences the use of the product, his requirements for the product but also the way he analyzes and evaluates the product [4–6]. User expertise can be divided into novices, specialists, and experts. Most do-it-yourself workers are novices. Professional craftsmen are specialists because they have a complex knowledge about their work, but they are not used to apply this to other problems in general [7]. In the literature, a distinction is often made between novices and experts, so that professional craftsmen can also be regarded as experts.

For the product evaluation of power tools, the behavior of a professional power tool user as well as how he evaluates the usability of a power tool can be taught by tutorials [1]. The training of subjects enables an objective evaluation of power tools by analytically trained subjects who are not specialized in a certain type of power tool. Using this method, the evaluation of new power tools can be made more objective and efficient. However, for a reliable result of this study, it is necessary to monitor the test persons during the tests and detect non-professional behavior for the usage of the power tools. Conventional evaluation criteria for expertise like the available seniority, the degree of education or diploma, and the assumed knowledge [8] are qualified for classical field studies with professional and non-professional subjects, while they cannot be used for testing with trained subjects. They do not have properties like a diploma or seniority that express their expertise. To make sure, that the training is successful, the behavior of the subjects in the use of the power tools has to be analyzed. Existing methods in the state of the research are effortful because they are only valid for a specific application or power tool. Hereby, a lot of effort is needed to collect information about the professional use of the power tool and to evaluate the expertise of subjects by comparing their behavior to professional use [1]. Application unspecific evaluation criteria for expertise that can be used efficiently for every power tool are missing in the state of the research.

Similar to the evaluation of the expert opinion, sports scientists analyze evaluation criteria for the training level of athletes. They focus in particular on the differences in movement between amateur and professional athletes. Hreljac [9] identified differences in the jerk cost of foot movement as an indicator for trained runners and non-runners. Ganzevles, Beek et al. [10] obtained similar results for the analysis of arm movement of elite swimmers and non-professional swimmers. There is a higher deviation in acceleration and jerk costs of arm movement for non-professional swimmers compared to acceleration and jerk costs for elite swimmers. A second evaluation criterion for the expertise of a sportsman is the variability in a repeated movement. Significant differences of the variability can be identified e.g. for the novices, experienced and elite performers of Olympic weightlifting [11].

The movement of the hand-arm-system by using a power-tool has similar elements to the movement of the hand-arm-system in sports. Therefore, it can be assumed that similar evaluation criteria in the movement of the hand-arm system can be used to differentiate user expertise as they are used to evaluate training levels in sports science. This thesis leads to the following research question:

*Are there measurable characteristics of hand-arm movement when using a hand or power tool that can be used as evaluation criteria for the user’s expertise, similar to the jerk cost or variability of movement that has been identified as evaluation criteria for a particular level of training in sports science?*
Therefore, in an experimental study with 6 male subjects that had the task to hammer nails in a wood beam, characteristics in the movement of the hand-arm system and a correlation to their working performance were measured and analyzed.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Measurement equipment

In the experimental study, the movements of the subjects were measured by an optical and an IMU-based motion capture system. As IMU-based motion capture, system the commercial system Awinda from Xsens was used [12]. Therefore, eleven wireless IMU-tracker were position on the defined spots on the upper body of the subjects. One tacker is located on the back of the right hand. This tracker was used primarily for further evaluation. After calibration, the acceleration of each tracker, its orientation, and the movements of the joints on the upper body were measured. The recording frequency of this system was 60 Hz. The setup of the study and the placement of the measurement technology is shown in Figure 1.

The optical motion capture system was based on the pose estimation algorithm OpenPose [13]. Therefore, two synchronized cameras (acA1300-200uc from Basler: recording frequency = up to 200fps, resolution = 1,3MPix, focal length = 8mm) recorded the movements of the subjects from to spots with a distance of 900mm. In this study, a recording frequency of 60 Hz and an exposure time of 3,3ms was used. To get the movement of the hand-arm-system of the subjects, the OpenPose algorithm (portable demo version v1.6.0) on a windows pc with a NVIDIA Quattro P1000 GPU computed the recorded video files. The results of the algorithm for both cameras – the coordinates of the detected joints in pixel on the video – were computed to 3D-positions by the “stereoCameraCalibration” function of Matlab. Therefore, calibration of both synchronized cameras was conducted with a black and with a grid board with 40mm x 40mm black squares before the study at a distance of about two meters to the camera.

2.2. Participants

During the experimental study, six male subjects have been investigated. All of them were mechanical engineering students or research assistant at the IPEK – institute for product engineering. The subjects aged between 22 and 29. They had an average height of 187,33cm ± 8,48cm. None of the subjects suffered from muscle disorders or other health restrictions. All subjects claimed to be right-handed. Therefore, the camera system was just focused on the
right hand-arm-system of the subjects. None of the subjects was a professional craftsman or had an education in craft profession. All subjects used power tools regularly for DIY projects (monthly to once a week).

2.3. Experimental procedure

At the beginning of each experiment, the subjects were asked about their age, height, right-handedness, and their experience in craftwork. Afterward, the IMU sensors of Xsens were positioned on the upper body of the subject before the Xsens system was calibrated with a walk over 10 m (Xsens calibration setting: Npose). After the preparation of the subject, he got the task for the study. The subjects had to hammer as many nails (diameter = 3,4mm, length = 90mm) as possible within two minutes with a mechanist hammer (500g head) in a beam (100cm x 32cm x 12cm) of construction wood (spruce and fir). The beam was placed at a height of 100cm. The subject stood upright in front of the beam and had any number of nails in a box ahead to perform the experiment. The time was displayed on a monitor in front of the subject. No further instructions were given for body posture, holding the hammer, or carrying out the hammer impacts. The current hammering process could be aborted and started with the next nail when the nail got a bad back. After the time was over, the subject had to stop hammering by themself and the recording of his movement stopped.

2.4. Evaluation methods

The study aimed to identify correlations between the hand-arm movement and the efficiency of the behavior of each subject. To rate the efficiency, the number of nails that were hammered within two minutes was compared in the assumption that more professional behavior results in faster work and therefore a higher number of hammered nails. Only nails that were hammered in more than 75% were counted. Furthermore, the number of impacts per nail, the number of crookedly hammered nails, the hand position on the shaft, and the type of movement were evaluated visually by analyzing the video data in a post-study phase. The hand position on the hammer was classified by the distance between the hammer’s head from the gripping position into close to the head, in the middle of the handle, or at the end of the handle. The type of hand-arm movement was classified according to whether the wrist was loose or stiff.

In this paper, only the measurement data of the acceleration of the IMU sensor on the right hand and the joint angle of the right wrist were used for the evaluation of the hand-arm movement. They are both outputs of the Xsens motion capture system. Equivalent to the evaluation in the sports science, the jerk of the hand movement was computed by differentiating the acceleration measured by the IMU sensor on the right hand. The IMU sensor is placed on the back of the right hand. So, the y-axis of the local coordinate system on the sensor points vertically to the ulna from the thumb to the little finger (Figure 2). The joint angle of the wrist is described the clockwise rotation around the y*-axis of the second local coordination system with the origin in the wrist. For the evaluation of the subjects by measurement data, the joint angle and acceleration for each impact are calculated. For a general assessment of the evaluation method, sections of the hammer sequences for each subject are superimposed on each other and the reproducibility and characteristics of the movement are assessed. Besides, the visually best subject is compared with the worst by comparing the scatter of the hammer movement between the two subjects. After comparing the hand-arm movement for two seconds of hammering between all six subjects, the variability of the hand-arm movement by every impact is compared between the first subject, who worked the most efficient, and the fifth subject who hammered the least nails.
3. Results

3.1. Visual evaluation of the efficiency and user behavior

The following table is showing the results of the visual evaluation of the efficiency and the way the subjects use the hammer for all of the six subjects:

Table 1: Visual evaluation of the efficiency and the user behavior separated by subjects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>subject 1</th>
<th>subject 2</th>
<th>subject 3</th>
<th>subject 4</th>
<th>subject 5</th>
<th>subject 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>number of nails in 2min</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of hits per nail</td>
<td>~25</td>
<td>~28</td>
<td>~23</td>
<td>~24</td>
<td>~38</td>
<td>~34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crookedly hammered nails</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>position of the hand</td>
<td>end of the handle</td>
<td>end of the handle</td>
<td>end of the handle</td>
<td>end of the handle</td>
<td>end of the handle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>type of hand-arm movement</td>
<td>loose wrist</td>
<td>loose wrist</td>
<td>loose wrist</td>
<td>stiff wrist</td>
<td>stiff wrist</td>
<td>stiff wrist</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Subject 5 hammered in significantly fewer nails than the others did in the two minutes with only 4 nails. While the number of impacts per nail at subjects 1-4 is comparable, it is strongly increased at 5 and 6. The combination with the higher number of nails hammered in by subject 6 indicates that he made relatively weak, but fast impacts. The difference in the efficiency leads to the hypothesis that the behavior of subject 5 is less professional than the other subjects. This is also indicated by several qualitative characteristics. Subject 5 and 6 are the only ones who drive in nails crooked. The grip position of all subjects was at the end of the shaft. However, subjects 1 to 3 use a loose wrist, while subjects 4 to 6 have a stiff wrist. A loose wrist might allow impacts that are more powerful. This is another indicator for an increased professional usage by the subjects 1 to 3.

3.2. Results of the impact characteristic

The following plots are showing the different characteristics of impacts for each subject. Measured data of a sequence of two seconds during the third nail of every subject. The sequence begins after the subject stops to hold the nail with the left hand. The acceleration is measured at the IMU sensor on the back of the right hand. The joint angle at the right wrist is the output of the Xsens model.
Figure 3: A comparison of the flexion and acceleration data during the experiment on the subject's hand

Figure 3 shows almost sinusoidal curves of hand flexion for the subjects 1 to 4. In subject 5, this movement is not visible and in subject 6, some peaks interrupt the smooth movement when the hand is lowered. The acceleration data of subjects 4 and 5 show a less oscillation at each impact. In subjects 1 to 3, the impacts can be seen as individual peaks in the acceleration data. The level of maximum acceleration varies widely between subjects. All subjects use an flexation of the wrist of about 25° to 30° for the backswing movement.

Figure 4: Movement of the right wrist and acceleration and jerk of the IMU sensor on the back of the right hand for two impacts of subject 1
For the analysis of the jerk, the acceleration measured at the IMU sensor was differentiated. Figure 4 shows the flexation of the wrist, the acceleration of the sensor on the back of the hand, and the jerk measured on the sensor, using the example of two impacts of subject 1. The data of Figure 4 shows that the acceleration increases too quickly for a continuous course of the accelerations to be recorded at a sampling rate of 60 Hz, especially when the hand is accelerated shortly before the impact. This problem is also transferred to the course of the jerk. Therefore, an evaluation of the jerk and the jerk cost with these data deviates strongly from reality.

![Variability of hand-arm movement of subject 1](image)

![Variability of hand-arm movement of subject 5](image)

Figure 5: Variability of hand-arm movement evaluated for all impacts of one subject (subject 1: 237 impacts, subject 5: 125 impacts)

Detecting every impact of the hammer on the nail as local minima of the wrist flexation, the backswing movement is separated for every impact. Afterward, the flexation while the backswing movements of one subject are compared to each other. Figure 5 shows the spread of the flexation of the right wrist for subject 1 and subject 5. The spread of the wrist flexation is displayed as boxplots with whiskers of 95% for every recorded frame of the flexation (recording frequency: 60 Hz). This comparison of subject 1 and 5 shows a significantly greater spread of the flexations from subject 5 to subject 1.
4. Discussion

Knowing the expertise of subjects is an important prerequisite for the objective and reliable evaluation of the suitability of usage of power and hand tools, an experimental study that analyzes the characteristic of the hand-arm movement for hammering is being conducted. In the study, application-independent evaluation criteria are searched that are suitable for a continuous and automated classification of user expertise. It is already known from sports science that e.g. the jerk during the execution of a repetitive movement can be used as an evaluation criterion to classify different training levels.

To find similar evaluation criteria for the user expertise in the usage of power and hand tools, the results of the study are analyzed to a correlation between the user performance and their hand-arm movement. A significant difference between subjects 1 to 3 and 4 to 6 is the stiffening of the wrist during hammering. This effect can indicate either a higher or less professional behavior. However, the difference in arm posture can be clearly distinguished from the individual swings in subjects 1 to 3 by the less oscillation of the acceleration values at an impact by subjects 4 and 5, as shown in Figure 3. Furthermore, subject 6 stands out from the other subjects both in the visual evaluation and in the analysis of the measured data due to the higher impact frequency. These correlations between a characteristic behavior of one of the subjects and the measurement data of the hand-arm movement are potential application specific evaluation criteria for the expertise of the user. They might not be valid for power tools in general but it allows to support and to automate the expertise evaluation by the method of Germann et al. [1].

The variability of the hand-arm movement has already been identified in sports science as an evaluation criterion for different training levels [11]. An extreme value comparison was therefore carried out, comparing the most efficient with the least efficient subject. Variability of the hand-arm movement that is shown by the variability of the joint angle of the right wrist differs significantly between the subject 1 and subject 5, as it can be seen in Figure 4. In contrast to the previous criteria, the variability is no evaluation criterion that is assigned to a specific effect of hammering. Based on the finding that this evaluation criterion known from sports science could be identified in the use of hand and power tools, the variability of a repetitive movement seems to be suitable as an application-unspecific criterion for the automated evaluation of user expertise. Thus, the study results indicate that at least one of the evaluation criteria known from sports science is suitable for the evaluation of user expertise in the use of hand and power tools.

One limitation of this study is that no statements can be made about evaluation criteria for the actual differences in hammering between professional craftsmen and nonprofessionals, as no real professional craftsmen participated in the study. Another limitation becomes visible when evaluating the acceleration data for the individual impacts. Even though a recording frequency of 60 Hz is often used in sports science, the use of hand and power tools can cause high accelerations, which require a higher recording frequency for a reliable evaluation. This is clearly shown in the last phase of acceleration before the hammer impacts the nail. As the resolution is quite low, the evaluation of the jerk would have led to incorrect results in this area. Therefore, the evaluation of the jerk was omitted in the present study. A further study with a higher resolution of the measured data is planned. However, this study cannot be carried out with the motion capture system Xsens, as the recording frequency is determined to 60 Hz. The optical motion capture system, which is based on the pose estimation algorithm OpenPose capture images with a frequency up to 200 Hz offers a clear advantage. The third limitation of that method is the fact that the evaluation of the spread of repeated movement is only possible for dynamic applications with many repetitions of similar movements. For static applications like the usage of a hammer drill, other measurement methods are needed to evaluate the user expertise.
5. Conclusion

For an objective evaluation of the suitability of usage of hand or power tools, it is necessary to consider the expertise of the test subjects. In the state of research method for a visual evaluation of the expertise of the specific subject behavior during the testing of power tools are shown. To reduce the effort and to objectify these methods, this paper analyzes characteristics in the hand-arm movement of users that can be used for an automated and application unspecific evaluation of the user expertise. Therefore, known measurement characteristics from sports science like the jerk cost and variability of joint angle of the right wrist are used to classify the hand-arm movement of different tool users during the fastening of nails with a hammer.

The main result of the study is that we identified the variability of the hand-arm movement as a potential application unspecific evaluation criterion for the user’s performance for hammering. The variability of subject 5 that hammered the fewest nails (4 nails) was significantly higher than the variability of subject 1, who hammered 10 nails.

Furthermore, two potential application-specific evaluation criteria for the user expertise are identified. By analyzing the acceleration of the user’s hand, an evaluation for the stiffness of the user’s wrist is figured out. The stiffness of the wrist seems like an indicator for the user expertise. The second potential evaluation criterion of user expertise might be the frequency of the hammer impacts. It also can be evaluated by the measurement data of the hand-arm movement. Further studies will focus on using the evaluation criteria to analyze the user behavior in a major study with professional craftsmen and DIY workers to validate these potential criteria for the classification of novice and experts in hammering.
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This paper was corrected by the authors on 2020-12-15. In the original paper, the data presented in the paper for the joint angle of the right wrist was incorrectly referred to as position data of the right wrist. However, the conclusion drawn from the data regarding the variability of movement of the hand-arm system as an evaluation variable for the performance and expertise of the subjects remains valid.